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ABSTRACT 

Body, as a whole of senses, can be defined as a receptor due to its inherent features as perceiving, experiencing 

and having potentials of behavior. At the same time, body generates and transforms a new type of space within the 

space it exists.  Besides, space is not positioned as a passive element either; it is the equal and active partner of the 

body that can shrink and expand with bodily effects. Therefore, body and the space in relation cannot be thought 

separately. They identify each other over and over again. The living body is inevitably garbled with the 

environment it lives, and it creates its own space. The „tension‟ between body and space appears as the leading 

actor of their interrelation. 

This research is based on an experimental case study that aimed to discover the body-space tension by using 

syntactic analyzes, which was prepared for an undergraduate course entitled “Architectural Morphology” in 

Istanbul Technical University, 2017. It differs from the idea that regards space only as a physical shell and aspires 

to analyze the space that the body identifies and experiences with the senses, by using both cognitive and 

analytical methods. ITU Faculty of Architecture, Taşkışla Building, was chosen as the field of study. Within this 

context, the principal questions were the following: What is the possible movement pattern of Taşkışla? / How 

can this pattern vary with the bodily experience? / What is the meaning of this variation for body-space tension? / 

How does Space Syntax contribute to analyzing this tension, as a scientific method? / How does bodily 

experience, cognitive maps and space syntax contribute to each other? 

As a first step to study, to discover how bodies restructure the space, a performative experience in Taşkışla was 

recorded. The movements and traces of the performers‟ bodies were conceptualized as a new type of space which 

the body created by changing the routine use of their bodies, changing the everyday movement pattern and 

thinking their bodies as a receptor. Performers investigated the space by their bodies throughout a particular route 

in the building. The process is followed by externalizing the narratives of the performances as cognitive maps. To 

be able to search body-space tension, interpreted cognitive maps were compared with the analysis of routine 

movement by using syntactic tools. Having scientific and visual data on both cases, the properties of the space 

which are considered as invisible or non-discursive were made debatable. Different results from two separate 

cases on the same space showed us the substantial effect of body-space interaction.  

As a result of this study, indicating the dynamic relationship between body and space, it is understood the 

importance of layering the analysis for perceiving and conceptualizing the space. This multi-layered analyzing 

process can enhance the bodily way of knowing and syntactic methods, mutually. This research system that 

provides varied viewpoints can open up new horizons to think on a space. 
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1. LIVING BODY AND PERFORMATIVE SPACE

The first and only way to perceive the world and establish connections between the surrounding space and the 

mental system stems from the body. Body, as a whole of senses, receives and transmits the data from space to 

mind, reciprocally. The reflections of mind come into existence through the body and affect the space, while the 

spatial data penetrates to mind through the body as well. In The World of Perception, Merleau-Ponty (1948) 

defines this situation with “the idea that rather than a mind and a body, man is a mind with a body.” As a result; 

“of all external objects: we can only gain access to them through our body. Clothed in human qualities, they too 

are a combination of mind and body.” (Merleau-Ponty, 1948). Having a linking feature makes the body interactive 

with all tangible and intangible phenomena, inherently. This interaction generates a kind of „tension‟ which 

contains all tangible and cognitive data between body and space. For this reason, these notions cannot be thought 

separately. The interactive cycle of these notions makes them define each other over and over again. 

Body-space tension has been discussed and studied with different approaches throughout all intellectual history. 

While the human body has been searched for its proportions, abilities, and limits through examining, perceiving 

and experiencing, space has been studied for its morphological and perceptive aspects. Varied approaches are 

developed to investigate their definition and relationship. From past to present, while some approaches examined 

body and space together with their interaction, some of them divided these notions into separate concepts.  One of 

these approaches defines the body as a system of form, order and scale which describes it as a tool like a ruler. 

One of the most notable examples of this definition can be seen in the famous drawing „Vitruvius Man‟ of 

Leonardo Da Vinci which presents a perfect man body image related to the geometrical concepts. This description 

of Da Vinci also limits the space with distinct boundaries (Vitruvius, 1960). Palumbo describes the gap that 

separates Da Vinci from Vitruvius and also provides a problem to the modern age; “...the question of turning 

measurement into method, transforming the beauty of the body, as a harmony susceptible to demonstration, from 

the model of the work to a guarantee for the principles to be applied.” (Palumbo, 2000). 

Similarly, in the period which is dominated by the Cartesian way of thinking, body and space are separated from 

each other. Space is identified statically, only through its physical characteristics and the emptiness it has. 

Correspondingly, the body only exists with its proportions and the conventional actions it performs. Body is 

acknowledged as a static object in a frozen moment, not as in a pattern that includes its movements, behaviors and 

relationships with the environment. Body is material, and it requires "causality" and "determinism" to work 

(Dervişoğlu, 2008). Another well-known example that mainly focuses on the body as a whole of proportions and 

scale is „The Modulor‟ of Le Corbusier, one of the Modern Period architects, who adapted the ideal man of Da 

Vinci to the architecture. According to Şentürk, The Modulor creates a relationship between body and space based 

upon the mathematics, and it standardizes and limits the body (Şentürk, 2011). 

Throughout the time, the perspective is broadened in a way which defines both body and space as living beings 

with a constant interaction between them. Instead of a firm understanding of the body which produce a scale 

system, the body is started to be accepted with its potentials. David Morris defines the body as “...the perceiving 

body is a lived body, a body that is neither subject nor object, but an inherently meaningful and fleshy mix of the 

two, a body inherently mixed up with the world in which it lives.” (Morris, 2004). The realization of the 

connections of these bodily features with the surrounding environment also developed and evaluated point of view 

on the definition of space. Lefebvre also considers the production of the space as different from the other sort of 

productions. Objecting the Cartesian way of thinking, he rejects the conventional definition of space that is not 

related to bodily experience (Lefebvre, 1974). The relationship between the moving body and the architectural 

environment that forms its context is indisputably interrelated (Güner, 2012). The new interrelation between body 

and space initiated a new discussion about body-space tension and the organic, dynamic and mutual 

characteristics it has. Space started to be defined in a more performative and experimental way which is 
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interconnected with bodily behaviors as Lefebvre indicates; “this is a truly remarkable relationship: the body with 

the energies at its disposal, the living body, creates or produces its own space; conversely, the laws of space… 

also govern the living body and the deployment of its energies.” (Lefebvre, 1974). This tension took place as the 

fundamental point of the discussion. 

In this paper, the body is considered as the synthesis of corporeality and cognition which perceives, feels, 

experiences and transforms with this experience while the space is approached as a structure that correlates with 

the body and establishes with experience. Consequently, these notions are examined through focusing on the 

inevitable connection called „tension‟. Synthesizing the tangible and intangible features of body and space leads to 

a definition of space as a whole of possibilities and of body as a trigger that reveals these possibilities. This 

potential can only result from the interaction between these two concepts. The process of revealing also allows 

decoding these properties of space by examining the body, reciprocally.  

This body-space tension is evaluated in parallel with the ideas of Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1945) which describes 

the living body, not only with its physical aspects, but also as a whole of consciousness within its context and 

surrounding. Space is shaped to accommodate the possibilities of this tension beyond the concept of static space 

on which events take place. As Merleau-Ponty mentioned; “Space is existential in its origin because it is created 

according to individual‟s perception.” (Merleau-Ponty, 1945). The living body touches the space through 

experiencing; meanwhile, space reaches the body by its dynamism. Tschumi (1996) also describes this idea as a 

constant reconstruction of body and space. Tschumi insisted there is no architecture without events, actions or 

activity. As he indicates with the definition of 'performative architecture' rather than the physical aspects of the 

architectural object, its ability to transform and interact; how it performs becomes crucial (Tschumi, 1996). 

The living body creates its own definitions on space as Bollnow (1961) exemplifies in the article of Lived Space. 

What is the distance between the two neighbors‟ apartments who are on the other sides of a wall? The static 

thinking would answer this question as wall thickness. However, the distance involves the process of the person 

coming out of his apartment and entering the neighbor‟s apartment; it may even mean an inaccessible distance. 

The structure of the experienced and lived space is built by the form of livings (Bollnow, 1961).   

During the creation process, body and space mutually benefit from the movement as a substantial element. The 

body within its movements forms the space in tangible and intangible ways. Space can be divided or can be 

transformed into new spaces. Body creates new and unexpected spaces within its fluid and irregular movements in 

the space (Tschumi, 2001). The significant position of the movement in this tension comes from its ability to 

affect the body and space directly. The movement also reveals the reconstruction process of the body and the 

space. For this reason, it becomes possible to observe this construction between space and body through elements 

such as continuity, diversity and temporality of the movement. 

1.1. Routine and Potential Movement Patterns of a Space in Relation to Bodily Experience 

The existence of space brings with the potential of varied movement patterns, configuration networks and 

alternative spaces in relation. However, this potential can only be revealed through the body-space relationship. 

The dynamics that occur as a result of this relationship are formed in relation to the type of body-space interaction 

which involves the movement patterns. 

Each movement in the space exposes a new type of potential depending on the bodily and perceptive factors that 

form itself. The traces which are left by the movements by time creates the dynamics of the space. In the process 

of this creation, various movement-related factors as the type, repetition or duration of movement contribute to the 

type of dynamic that occurs. Over time, the accepted and repetitive movement pattern of the space becomes its 

everyday movement pattern (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Generation of the routine movement patterns in a space 

 

Nonetheless, the generation of everyday movement patterns is not only the result of the body-space interaction 

process. It also causes the occurrence of the learned body-space behaviors that can also be named as body-routine 

and time-space routine. David Seamon defines body-routine as: “a set of integrated gestures, behaviors, and 

actions that sustain a particular task or aim” while he presents time-space routine as: “a set of more or less 

habitual bodily actions that extends through a considerable portion of time” (Seamon, 2007). The everyday 

movement that is created by the effects of the body at the beginning, appears as a factor that designates the 

learned body-routine later on. Body starts to shape its behaviors in a space in relation to its time-space routine. 

Seamon explains this idea with reference to the definition of Merleau-Ponty „body-subject‟ -the lived ability of 

the body to move intelligently and thus, act as a special kind of subject expressing awareness in a pre-conscious 

way- as: “In terms of intentionality, it is crucial to understand that the knowledge of body-subject is a knowledge 

that is only forthcoming in effort of the movement, which in turn is only forthcoming because of an already-

learned bodily knowledge of the physical world in which the movement unfolds” (Seamon, 2007).  

 

Even though the body-routine or „already-learned bodily knowledge‟ has information of the related space, it can 

only enlighten the restricted potential of space. Space still embodies various undiscovered potentials. The 

revelation of more potentials of space can be possible by the non-routine usage of body and alternative movement 

patterns. If the creation process of everyday movement patterns is examined and if it is recognized that everyday 

movement pattern of a space only presents limited part of the varied spatial potentials, it becomes more 

understandable how non-routine movement patterns restructure the space. For this reason, thinking on the 

potential movement patterns of a space as well as thinking on the everyday movement patterns exposes more data 

on the spatial potential.  

 

In addition to routine movement patterns, thinking about potential patterns in relation to space and body will give 

more information about the quality of space. This is an effective way to reach the knowledge of the space of 

bodily experiences and potential movement patterns. It proves the primary role of bodily experiences and 

potential movement patterns to obtain the spatial data of a space.  

 

1.2. Cognitive Maps and Space Syntax as Tools of Decoding Body-Space Tension 

 

Human mind embodies different types of data derived from examining, perceiving, feeling and experiencing the 

environment. Cognitive map shapes as a tool for reflecting this acquired intangible data. As being a product of 

bodily experience, cognitive maps provide a representation of how the space is perceived by a person and how the 

physical and perceptual information of the space is stored in his mind. Considering Penn‟s (2003) definition, 

cognitive map is; “Process composed of a series of psychological transformations by which an individual 

acquires, codes, stores, recalls and decodes information about the relative locations and attributes of phenomena 

in his everyday spatial environment.” (Penn, 2003). As cognitive maps within its individual information, reveal 

the invisible data of the space, such as perceptual and sensual features, and potential connection network between 

these features, they become an essential tool to analyze and grasp a space. These maps differ from the 

conventional maps by the method of drawing, variety of scales and the intangibility of its content as well as they 

differentiate from each other. Although the cognitive mapping is a common tool in architectural practice to make 

visible the intangible and tangible information exist in mind, the analysis of the maps is interpreted personally. In 

this context, it is aimed to reconsider the body-space tension which is externalized through the cognitive maps 

with a more scientific and universal method, and cognitive maps are analyzed through the space syntax 

methodology. 
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Space syntax theory involves a set of techniques for quantification, representation, and interpretation of the spatial 

configurations in various scales (Peponis, 2001). Space syntax theorists claim that spatial configuration can be 

intelligible in only two ways; one is through the representation -a plan diagram- and the other one is through the 

movement which is experienced in the space (Rashid, 2012). Thus, these two types of information are typically 

the subject of space syntax studies to investigate the interaction between physical space and lived space in relation 

with the body. For example, Seamon explains this interaction as “What is admirable phenomenologically about so 

many of the analytical concepts and procedures of space syntax is that they appear to arise from and accurately 

point toward real-world aspects of environmental and place experience.” (Seamon, 2007). Space syntax takes an 

effective role to investigate body-space tension through analyzing the spatial configuration which involves 

movement patterns and connection networks. Its methodology that is based on convexes and their links can be a 

significant tool for decoding the cognitive information. Just as the morphological aspects and routine movement 

patterns can be examined through space syntax methodology, so does the cognitive spatial and relational 

variances can be revealed with this methodology.  The intangible data which is externalized in cognitive maps can 

be transmitted to a tangible and discursive basis through the space syntax.  

 

This paper is based on the research that aims to probe and decode the subjects as body-space tension, routine and 

non-routine use of a space, everyday and potential movement patterns, tangible and cognitive features of the space 

which are forenamed theoretically before and most importantly, to create a database ground with space syntax that 

makes these subjects analytically debatable. To analyze the inevitable interaction between body and space and to 

have an integrated approach on the tangible and intangible qualities of this interaction; it is decided to work with a 

case study related to bodily experience and also with an analytical approach as space syntax. Therefore, it is made 

possible to examine the process of body-space tension within all its active factors. The main purpose of the case 

study is to observe the spatial experiences that the body is involved within its all senses and that space is 

deformed, distorted, recreated and differentiated by the body as well as the body is affected reciprocally. In light 

of these thoughts, the research questions have occurred as the following: 

What is the possible movement pattern of a space?  

How can this pattern vary with the bodily experience?  

What is the meaning of this variation for body-space tension?  

How does space syntax contribute to analyzing this tension, as a scientific method? 

How do bodily experience, cognitive maps and space syntax contribute to each other? 

 

2. CASE STUDY AND METHODOLOGY 

 

As a starting point, a case study is shaped to seek answers to these questions, to disclose body-space tension 

through its relation with movement and bodily experience. Basically, the case study and methodology is 

structured in three parts: the first focuses on designing a performative experience by selection of space, 

performers and creation of a guideline on the performative scenario; the second presents the performative 

experiences and their narratives by recording of the performances, drawing of the cognitive maps and discussing 

the performers‟ experiences; and the third explains reconsidering performative experience with space syntax. 

 

2.1. Designing a Performative Experience 

 

On the purpose of observing how the bodily experience differentiates the space, a place which has an apparent 

routine movement pattern and participants who have repeatedly experienced the place in this routine way became 

two main components of the case study. In this way, it would be possible to observe the situations that occur by 

altering the participants‟ body-routine and everyday movement patterns‟ who have experienced the space through 

only its everyday usage before. Regarding this aim, Istanbul Technical University Faculty of Architecture, 

Taşkışla Building was chosen as a field of case study and three architecture students who have been studying in 

this building for almost five years were selected as participants to vary the alternative configurations. 
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Taşkışla Building has been constructed as a military hospital by English architect Williams James Smith during 

the years 1846 and 1852. Although the purpose of use was altered and the building was restored several times, it 

has been used as a Faculty of Architecture since 1944. The plan of the block is grounded on a rectangle 90 meters 

to 120 meters which has four core towers in every corner. It consists of a basement floor, ground floor, one middle 

floor, and a roof floor. Every floor has almost 6 meters story height. All these dimensions make the building 

enormous compare to human-scale. 

 

The plan schema is formed around an open courtyard which is surrounded by the building. Corridors that are 

located in parallel with the courtyard are directly or perceptively related to it in every floor, and the other 

functions line up on the long edges of these long, wide and monumental corridors. There are towers at the 

intersection of every two corridors, and they continue as a core throughout the building. Basically, these towers 

include the vertical circulation elements, wet spaces, some classrooms, and exhibition space in the center. The 

everyday movement pattern of the building is formed depending on the movement of passing which occurs 

through corridors and towers, and the movement of resting which occurs in the classes and other additional 

functions. 

 

The case study focuses on one of the towers where the routine movement patterns are most clearly observed. In 

this tower, a route from the ground floor to the roof floor which only includes its transition areas is determined 

(Figure 2). On the ground floor, the tower contains a hall with an exhibition area in the center, two classrooms, 

one technical room related to this space while the first floor has a hall with exhibition boards and library. Roof 

floor is differentiated from other floors with its components as the open-air atrium, administrative offices, and wet 

area. Additionally, the tower includes two vertical circulation areas, one from the basement to the first floor and 

the other is from the ground floor to the roof floor; thus the usage of these two stairs are concerned while the route 

is forming.  

 

 
Figure 2. The convex space schema of the ground floor of Taşkışla Building 

 

The physical aspects and the routine movement patterns of Taşkışla were also discussed with three participant 

performers. It seemed that each participants‟ everyday movements have similar patterns for each space. The areas 

of passing, resting and encountering were each matched with the same parts of Taşkışla. This situation proves 

how certain borders were accepted by different people without considering personal and perceptive experiences 

when a place is only used by its learned movement patterns.  

 

For this reason, to vary the performers‟ experiences in the same space, a general guideline that defines the main 

criteria of the performance was explained to performers‟. The performers‟ were informed about the particular 

performance route which is one of the towers‟ transition areas in Taşkışla. To be able to observe how bodies 
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restructure the space by generating their particular spaces and connections in relation to the environment they 

exist; three main criteria were explained to performers as a guideline which are; changing the routine use of their 

bodies, changing the everyday movement they are used to and thinking their bodies as a receptor that they define 

their own spaces with it.  

 

2.2. Performative Experiences and Narratives 

 

Within the directions given to the performers, each performer (Performer A, B, C) investigated the space by their 

bodies throughout the route starting from the ground floor and ending in the roof floor. During the performance, 

the bodies were used out of the routine movement pattern of the space which is formed only between walk and 

stand. Instead of walking, which is consisting of a two-step rhythm, alternative rhythms were constructed, more 

fluid movements were tried, and alternative moves were performed as creeping, climbing, rolling, crawling or 

jumping (Figure 3). For example, Performer B followed a movement parallel to the steps by changing the vertical 

axis of her body in the stairs, where the routine movement was the most apparent. At the same time, thinking of 

their bodies as a receptor, they defined the boundaries of space and also their perceptual boundaries with their 

bodies. For instance, Performer A scanned the border walls, niches and the invisible borders that he perceived by 

his body. As it seems, each performance also differentiates from each other, and the performers' bodily 

experiences and spatial identification criteria vary within themselves. 

 

 
Figure 3. Photographs from the performative experiences  

 

To start with Performer A, altering the existing data of the space appeared as the major factor to shape his 

movement pattern and restructure the spatial configuration in the space. He had performed by changing the 

routine usage of the areas with defined boundaries and reproduced new connections between these spaces. For 

example, during the transition from the ground floor to the first floor, he did not follow the order as stairs-landing-

ground and constituted a new transition area by climbing to the railing between the stairs and the first floor 

(Figure 4). Additionally, his bodily experience was also oriented by pursuing some architectural elements which 

do not define a space. For instance, on the ground floor, following the traces of the ribbed slab, he produced a new 

rhythm and formed his own separate spaces on this axis. Considering the movement on the roof floor, he created 

transition corridors that observe the open-air atrium in the center and redefined the links between these spaces. 

 

 
Figure 4. Movement traces and photographs of Performer A during the transition from the ground floor to the first floor 
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According to Performer B, the variation on her body use was the primary factor that determines the relationship 

between body and space. The different positioning of the body provided different perceptions of space even 

within the same space. The experience of Performer B was also the most apparent example of body usage as a 

receptor. Within the space, the limits of the body were investigated, and it was tried to use the body to scale the 

space. These trials highlighted many places which the bodies do not penetrate in everyday movement. For 

example, the niches which located between the ground floor and the first floor were experienced in different ways 

of body use. The bodily experiments converted the area into a connected point between the stairs and the first 

floor (Figure 5). The directive points of the space were also redefined for performer B. She directed her body in 

accordance with the new reference points that she determined perceptively. For instance, the square-shaped 

exhibition area where is in the center of ground floor was chosen as one of these points, and the body was moved 

through its orbit. All of these variations on movement axes/orbits and body usage resulted in the creation of new 

convex spaces and non-routine connection links. 

 
      Figure 5. Movement traces and photographs of Performer B during the transition from the ground floor to the first floor 

 

For Performer C, environmental phenomena such as light, odor, temperature, color, texture were dominant for 

shaping her movement pattern and body-space interaction areas and recreating the spatial configuration. In the 

course of performance, the body was triggered to search the space by these environmental elements. This bodily 

research converted these spaces into new spaces. As an example, on the ground floor and following stairs, the 

natural light that comes from outside made the windows focal points for the performer. These points encouraged 

performer to move in a particular direction (Figure 6). At the same time, the varied density of light and the heat in 

entire space, motivated her to create her own separate spaces through the areas of this variance. The same 

situation also occurred when the odors, traces, textures, and colors are changed. On the roof floor, the existence of 

open-air atrium oriented the performer to take it as a center point and move around it. On the other hand, the 

enormous dimensions of space compare to human scale, oriented the performer to use her body in a way that she 

can shrink the space. Also, realizing that the non-routine rhythm of her body differs when it interacts with the 

boundaries and the transition areas, caused a significant change between these two types of area. 

 
     Figure 6. Movement traces and photographs of Performer C during the transition from the ground floor to the first floor 

 

After each performative experience, the performers drew their own cognitive maps about how they perceived the 

space as cognitive maps appear to be the major sources of personal expressions (Figure 7). At the same time, their 

written and verbal narratives and the records of the performances are evaluated together with the performers. 

Their movement traces are also visualized as diagrammatic maps (Figure 8). Considering all these multi-layered 

narratives of the case study -to create a database ground that makes these subjects debatable by using space 

syntax- it is determined how space was divided into new spaces and what kind of connections/links were created 

between them. In this way, it is possible to create a new perspective to think on a space by the intersection of 

cognitive and database parameters in addition to the conventional architectural practices. 
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  Figure 7. Cognitive map samples drawn by the performers 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8.  Movement traces of the routine use and the performers 

 

 

2.3. Reconsidering Performative Experience with Space Syntax 

 

On the purpose of decoding new spatial configurations created as a result of the case study, each performers‟ 

cognitive maps were reconsidered in relation to the space syntax methodology. These reconsidered cognitive 

maps were structured based on the convex spaces (Hillier & Hanson, 1984) and links to be able to work with 

depthmapX, as a space syntax tool. Thus, it can be analyzed how the performers restructured the same space by 

differentiating the use of their bodies through the configuration values -connectivity and integration- of the new 

convex spaces they create. 

 

The convexes are organised according to the factors which are highlighted by the performers as the environmental 

phenomena, the variations of body use and the interpreted data of space. In addition, the ways of experiencing the 

space -the variation of movements and how much the body interacts with the space-  were considered as decisive 

factors in determining the types and dimensions of convexes. The boundaries of the convexes were defined in 

parallel with the threshold points of changes on body use and movement type. While a repetitive movement in a 

particular axis resulted in a corridor shaped convex, bodily researches in a defined point resulted in specialized 

convexes. The reference points and directive elements for performers were also treated as separate convexes. 

While creating all these convexes, the relationship with each other was one of the decisive factors for evaluating 

the maps. The spaces which performers avoided interacting were excluded from the relationship network between 

convexes and they are represented as grey areas in the maps. During the performance, links were established 

between the spaces that were physically or perceptually connected. Therefore, the relationship networks for the 

redefined convexes are attached to the maps. In order to understand what kind of character each convex has in this 

network and to observe each one‟s effect on the configuration, varied  analysis on cognitive maps are made by 

using space syntax tools.  
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Table 1. Basic syntactic data regarding to routine movement and three performative experiences 

 

 

For the syntactic analysis first, justified graphs are drawn than the connectivity and integration values for each 

spaces are explored. Connectivity measures the number of spaces immediately connecting a space of origin. 

“Integration is a normalized measures of distance from any a space of origin to all others in a system. In 

general, it calculates how close the origin space is to all other spaces, and can be seen as the measure of relative 

asymmetry. A justified map/graph is one in which a node is drawn at the base, and the all points of depth 1 from 

that point are aligned horizontally immediately above it, all points at depth 2 from that point above those at 

depth 1, and so on until all levels of depth from that point are accounted for.” (Hillier & Hanson, 1984). These 

analysis were used to decode the new configurations which had formed by performers in space by analyzing 

each convex spaces roles and the interaction between them that corresponds to the links.  Regarding to this aim; 

analysis on connectivity values were used to reveal the contribution of each convex to configuration network 

while justified graphs represented the interaction and connection between them. Besides, the integration 

analysis were reflected the new spatial configurations with a holistic approach. 

 

As a first step to analyze the effect of bodily experience on restructuring the space, individually created convex 

spaces has been examined through the connectivity analysis. When the connectivity values are examined 

specifically to each performative experience and comparatively to each other, it has been observed that the most 

connected areas are differentiated from the values of routine movement patterns. These areas are located at the 

intersection points of the areas which had most diversified bodily movement. Performers, who created their own 

spaces with their movement patterns, transform the spaces they pass through in order to provide a transition from 

new convexes to more connected spaces. Invisible potential transition areas become visible in this way. As it seen 

from the Table 1, in the routine movement pattern, a particular space can be connected / related to maximum 6 

spaces around it, yet this number is increased to 11 over the performers‟ restructured spatial configurations.  

 

The maps of Performer A result in having more grey areas where are not experienced as he performs by altering 

the routine movement patterns and physical possibilities of space more than other performers. The sharp 

alterations on his movement pattern causes lower connectivity values in the areas that have higher connectivity 

values in other performers‟ maps or the maps of routine use as it seem in the landing between ground floor stairs 

and first floor (Table 2). The ground floor map of Performer B has a low connectivity value in the central 

exhibition area while the areas in its orbital axis have higher values due to her movements that she performed 

through the orbit of the central exhibition area in the ground floor. In the maps of Performer C, each floor has 

particular convexes with high connectivity values. One reasons of this is the high quantity of convexes (137) 

compare to other performers that she defined by the effects of environmental phenomena as heat in front of the 

heaters and light in front of windows and by her diversified bodily experiments that she did through the borders of 

the space, especially in the third floor. The variance and high quantity of the convexes bring along more 

connected convexes which has the function of connecting other convexes.  
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Table 2. Syntactic values and graphs regarding to routine movement and three performative experiences 
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How the movement patterns shape the spatial cognition and how the routine / learned feature of the space changes 

in relation to the bodily experience was examined through the connectivity values of several sample points from 

the new spatial configuration maps. 

 

- The landing, which is a part of the staircase between the ground floor and the first floor, and is only a transition 

area in the routine movement, is one of the most particular examples of the difference in the connectivity values. 

Performer B created varied convexes with the differences of body use and these convexes are redefined the same 

area as a highly connected space. However, Performer C divided the same space step by step with her linear 

movement pattern in relation to the natural light, and created convexes have become more disconnected compare 

to Performer B. On the other hand, as Performer A discovered a new passing way to the first floor with his bodily 

experience, he did not build a connection with this landing, and this space is seen with grey color in the analysis.  

 

- In routine use, first floor is the area which has the least interaction with body due to its transitional focused 

character. This situation can be proved by its connectivity map that has a particular convex with a high 

connectivity value through the transition axis. However, the same axis is transformed to an area that consists of 

varied convexes with different connectivity values due to the alteration on body use. The performers‟ maps have 

partial convexes both with connected and disconnected convexes that divides the transition axis to the resting and 

transition areas. For example, the passing area that locates through the longitudinal section of the first floor in 

routine use map give place to several passing areas that locates through cross section of the floor and several 

resting areas in the map of Performer A (Table 2).  

 

- As the bodily interaction with the space and the variety of movement patterns varied, each space conceptualized 

as separated areas for the performers. This situation has generated many disconnected spaces together with the 

connected spaces at their intersection points. On the third floor, Performer C made the atrium a more connected 

space by shaping several convex spaces around it, but Performer A formed new convexes through the atrium‟s 

orbit and it revealed connectivity values in a more homogeneous range. This difference is originated from 

Performer A‟s characteristic of dividing the space with parallel lines in contrast to the Performer C‟s feature of 

dividing the space with crossing lines.  

 

Justified graphs are used to examine the relationships between convex spaces. The numbers of links in each 

condition are: 38 for routine movement, 121 for Performer A, 170 for Performer B and 202 for Performer C 

(Table 1).  When the graphs are compared with each other, it seems that shallow justified graphs of routine use 

gives way to deeper justified graphs of the performers‟. The performers‟ graphs also differ from each other. As it 

can be seen on Table 2, while Performer B‟s graph has the highest number of steps with 34, Performer C‟s graph 

has the highest quantity of links. The difference of the graphs can also be seen from their mean depth values 

which reaches to 12,83 for Performer B while the other values are 5,23 for routine movement, 8,47 for Performer 

A and 12,50 for Performer C. The distribution of the links also differs for each graph remarkably. Whereas the 

floor with the highest number of links is ground floor for Performer A, it gives way to the second floor for 

Performer C. The significant effects of altering the connections between spaces through personal perception can 

be seen more clear when the justified graphs are compared with each other. If the graphs are moved out of the 

maps, it would not be possible to recognize that each configuration network belongs to same space (Table 2). 

 

Finally, integration values are considered to examine the holistic spatial cognition in detail. As it can be seen from 

the Table 2, in routine use, integration values are in the expected order; while the numbers are decreasing to the 

edges of ground and roof floors, it has the highest values in the first floor which is located in the middle of the 

route. But this situation differentiates in the each experience, and with the new configurations of Performer A, 

ground floor has higher number than the other alternatives. In the same way, while the roof floor has quite low 

values in routine use, Performer B and Performer C are increased the integration values of this space by altering 

the spatial configurations. In this way, all the performers with their experiences tackle the space in more holistic 

way compared to the routine use, and the tower is encountered as a more integrated system; while the mean 

integration value of routine movement is 0,22, it is 0,29 for Performer A, 0,31 for Performer B and 0,33 for 

Performer C (Table 1). 
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As a result of these analytical examinations, the effects of the bodily experience on space are reflected with 

mathematical values in addition to cognitive data derives from the performances. The graphs and values that are 

established with a scientific method also make it possible to analyze the performative case study which is difficult 

to investigate integrally due to its process-based characteristic. While the space syntax methodology reveals the 

connections and interactions in space, it also becomes a tool for decoding the performers‟ spatial cognition by 

representing their experiences. 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

 

This study aims to decode the tension between body and space by using different types of research methods and it 

integrates various features of the subject. In this study, body and space were tackled in accordance with the 

coupling of tangible and intangible features, potential and routine uses, cognitive and mathematical aspects. In 

this direction, performative experiences, cognitive maps and space syntax have been considered as tools for 

decoding these interrelations. This multi-layered research methods have led to a broader perspective on both the 

concerning subjects and the research methods themselves. 

The routine and potential uses of body and space as one of the main questions of the research were examined by 

comparing different scenarios. This examination demonstrates that the body use and movement patterns create the 

dynamics -routine movement patterns- of the space which can be redefined over and over again by the bodily 

effects. It is observed how the alterations on body-space interaction can change the perception on space and how it 

can restructure the space. This observation proves that analyzing a space only by its routine movement patterns, 

learned bodily behaviors and physical aspects is insufficient to reveal the hidden potentials of a space. 

During the performative process which is the basis of the research, the bodies formed interactions within the same 

space by altering the spatial configuration or adapting to existing spatial qualities. It makes possible to observe 

how different definitions of the same space had formed in accordance with different bodily behaviors through the 

cognitive maps created after the performances. Using space syntax to examine the obtained performative and 

cognitive data, established an analytical basis for the study. Together with the mathematical values and analytical 

graphs acquired through the space syntax, individual spatial perceptions were represented scientifically. The 

analytical data on the new spatial definitions and the altered spatial configurations makes the hidden potentials of 

the space visible. Space syntax also contributes to investigate the case in detail by revealing the role of  each 

convex spaces with connectivity values as well as to examine the performative experience with a holistic 

approach through the integration values and justified graphs. 

As a result of this study, indicating the dynamic relationship between body and space, the importance of layering 

the analyzes for perceiving and conceptualizing the space is discovered. Apart from the conventional architectural 

practices, by re-examining and rethinking the data with varied tools and points of views, a method beyond the 

common practices is represented. The multi-layered analyzing process may enhance the bodily way of knowing 

and cognitive representation as well as space syntax methodology reciprocally. This research system that provides 

varied viewpoints can open up new horizons to think on a space. 
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